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1433rd Meeting - Treaty on non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Vote

1 ms Tewfik Bouattoura (Algeria, npl.) speaking
   mcu in French
   mls

2 mcu Geraldo de Carvalho Silos (Brazil) speaking
   ms

3 mcu Agha Shahi (Pakistan, npl.) speaking
   ls Council table. President (npl.) Arthur Goldberg
   ms (US, npl.) asking for vote on draft resolution
   mcu (including French interpretation). Long shot of council table with delegates voting by show of hands. Zoom to ms of President giving result of vote (including French interpretation). Pan to ms of Lord Caradon (UK, npl.) and V. V. Kuznetsov (USSR, npl.) listening.

Sound: S/PV 1433